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ABSRTACT 

 

Controlling congestion is critical to ensure adequate network operation and performance. 

That is especially the case in networks operating in challenged- or extreme environments. The 

“pure” end-to-end congestion control model employed by the Internet is not adequate. Our goal is 

to study congestion control mechanisms that have been proposed for these so-called disruption 

tolerant networks, or DTNs. In this paper, we conduct a performance study comparing existing 

DTN congestion control mechanisms for two main application domains, namely: inter-planetary 

(IPN) and terrestrial networking applications. Our results confirm that congestion control helps 

increase message delivery ratio, even in highly congested network scenarios. 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Delay tolerant network is a kind of challenging network that provides data accessibility even if 

there is no End-to-End connectivity between sources and destination nodes. It does not remain 

connected with other nodes all the time due to challenged nature of the network.  Due to this 

challenging nature of network the network has high latency. Delay tolerant networks (DTN) are 

kind of sparse networks in which end-to-end connectivity between source and destination is not 

always guaranteed. The traditional networks[1], [2] work efficiently for interconnecting 

communication devices across globe using TCP/IP protocol [3], [4] suite ensuring end to end 

delivery, short and fixed delays, symmetric data rates and existing infrastructure [5]. But existing 

Internet protocols fail to work for some environments [6], [7], [8], [9], because: Networks are 

becoming heterogeneous due to presence of Mobile Ad-hoc Network(MANET), Internet Protocol 

Network(IPN) each having its own protocols.  Dynamic nature of the networks. There is no central 

authority to control routing and security. There is no continuous end to end path between 

destination and source for data transmission duration. 

Therefore we require new approach to handle this situation -DTN. The delay network is 

made to work efficiently for long distance such as interplanetary distance. 

In delay and disruption tolerant networks, or DTNs, continuous end-to-end connectivity 

cannot be guaranteed and   the communication channel may be subject to arbitrarily long signal 

propagation delays, lapses in connectivity, and high error rates. Under these conditions, 

participating nodes must store in persistent storage data they are transmitting or forwarding until a 

contact opportunity arises, i.e., until the node has a suitable next-hop neighbor that can receive the 

data. Congestion control in challenged environments is thus critical to ensure nodes are congestion-

free and can serve as relays when needed so messages can be delivered end- to-end. Because DTNs 

violate the fundamental assumptions underlying the TCP/IP (Transmission Control 

Protocol/Internet Protocol) protocol architecture, namely the existence of an end-to-end path 

between nodes and short delays, they cannot employ the Internet’s congestion control principles. 

One of our main goals is to explore how current DTN congestion control protocols behave in 

different DTN scenarios, including the Interplanetary Internets (IPNs). As we previously pointed 
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out, to-date, no DTN congestion control scheme has been designed for deep space communication 

applications. The DTN congestion control schemes we consider in our performance study are: 

RRCC (Retiring Replicants Congestion Control)  , AFNER (Average Forwarding Number based on 

Epidemic Routing)  , SR (Storage Routing)  and CCC (Credit-based Congestion Control). 

Retiring replicants congestion control (RRCC)  

Retiring Replicants Congestion Control (RRCC)  aims at reacting to DTN congestion by 

controlling the number of copies a node forwards for each message, i.e., the replication degree , 

during an encounter. Nodes employ local knowledge to approximate global network behavior and 

adjust the node’s replication degree to control congestion and maximize delivery. RRCC’s conges- 

tion control is independent from the routing protocol and does not interfere with forwarding 

decisions. To adjust its replication degree, a node must observe the current level of congestion, the 

congestion value or CV , in the network. The congestion value is computed as the ratio of drops 

over the number of message copies (or the number of replicated messages). Whenever the 

congestion value is updated, the node also adjusts the number of message copies ( limit that refers 

to the number of message copies a node is allowed to create for forwarding) according to an 

additive increase, multiplicative decrease (AIMD) algorithm. The pseudo-code for the RRCC 

algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1 . 

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of RRCC congestion control mechanism.  

1: procedure RRCC  

2: drops ← 0;  

3: reps ← 0;  

4: limit ← 0;  

5: CV ← Double.MaxValue;  

6: A i ← 1 ; _ the replication limit could be increased by a fixed amount  

7: MD ← 0.2 ; _ multiplicative factor to congestion value  

8: if event.equal(DROP) then  

9: drops ← drops + 1 ; 

10: else if event.equal(RECEIVE_MESSAGE) then  

11: reps ← reps + 1;  

12: else if event.equal(CONTACT) then  _ contact node b  

13: hopsCount ← message.getHopsCount −1 ; _ №of hops this message has passed 

 14: d ← drops + b.drops;  

15: r ← reps + b.reps + hopsCount; 

16: reset(drops, reps);  

17: CV _ ← β×(d/r)+(1−β)×CV ; 

18: if C V _ ≤C V then  

19: limit ← limit + A i ; 

20: else  

21: limit ← limit ×MD ; 

22: end if  

23: CV ← CV _ ; 

24: end if  

25: end procedure 

 

Average forwarding number based on epidemic routing (AFNER) 

The congestion control strategy called “average for- warding number based on epidemic 

routing”(AFNER) works as follows. When a node’s storage is full and the node needs to accept 

another in- coming message, the node randomly drops one of the messages whose forwarding 

number is larger than the net- work’s average forwarding number. The forwarding number of a 
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message is defined as the number of copies of that message, while the average forwarding number 

is the mean forwarding number of all the messages currently in the network. AFNER assumes that 

messages are not fragmented and are transmitted in FIFO (First-In First-Out) order from one node 

to another during the contact period. 

The pseudo-code of the AFNER algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2 , which has been implemented 

as part of this quantitative study. AFNER’s computational complexity is given by is O (n log (n )) + 

m ) in the worst case, where n is the node’s buffer size and m the total number of messages in 

network. Some of AFNER’s features deserve to be highlighted. Notably, AFNER’s congestion 

control depends on the average forwarding number which is not easily computable in a real DTN 

since it requires global knowledge. In addition, as its name implies, AFNER relies on epidemic 

routing, which incurs high overhead and may congest the network; it also adopts a reactive 

congestion control approach. Delay and Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs) were initially 

motivated by the idea of deploying an Interplanetary Internet (IPN) [1] for deep space 

communication. As a result, a framework for an IPN which aims to use an interplanetary backbone 

to connect internetworks in space was developed. Over time, a diverse set of other DTN 

applications for ‘‘extreme’’ environments on Earth have emerged including emergency response 

military operations, surveillance, and tracking.  

Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code of AFNER congestion control mechanism.  

1: procedure AFNER  

2: F num ;  _ the number of message in the buffer of congested node.  

3: F t ;  _ the length of the existing messages in the buffer at congested node.  

4: SV a ;  _ the summary vector of node a.  

5: SV b ;  _ the summary vector of node b.  

6: F a v e ;  _ the average forwarding number of all of messages.  

7: if node a encounter node b then  

8: both nodes share their summary vector ( SV a e SV b );  

9: end if  

10: if currentQueueSize ≥ messageSize then  

11: congestion does not occur, the message can be stored ;  

12: return ;  

13: else  _ congestion has occurred.  

14: F t = F num × 1 ;  _ congested node computes F t . 

 15: end if  

16: if (messageSize − currentQueueSize) < F t then  

17: NumMsgDeleted ← 0 ;  

18: while NumMsgDeleted _ = (messageSize − currentQueueSize) do 

19: delete message;  _ according to descending order of the forwarding number.  

20: NumMsgDeleted ← NumMsgDeleted + 1 ;     

21: end while  

22: else if (messageSize − currentQueueSize) ≥ F t then  

23: delete all messages whose forwarding number is bigger than F a v e  

24: end if  

25: end procedure 

Storage 
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Routing

SR detects congestion by verifying if the arriving message’s size is greater than the node’s 

currently available buffer space. If this is the case, the node is considered to be congested, and SR 

determines a set of messages to migrate to a set of selected neighbors. Nodes selected as migration 

targets are called alternate custodians . When the risk of congestion subsides, SR invokes a retrieval 

selection algorithm to determine which nodes it will contact with custody requests for previously 

migrated messages. If the alternate custodians no longer contain the migrated message, a NACK 

(negative acknowledge)   message is returned; otherwise the migrated message is re- turned. SR can 

be summarized as follows (see Algorithm 3 for SR’s pseudo-code): Message selection chooses 

messages to be ”pushed”to neighbor nodes (instead of simply discarding them, which is the case in 

traditional drop-based buffer management). Messages are deleted only when there is no available 

storage at any neighbor- ing node. Node selection produces a set of nodes to which mes- sages can 

be migrated. The algorithm selects nodes based on an aggregate migration cost metric ( C c, v (l) ) 

calculated by Eq. (2) . C c, v (l) = T c, v (l) w t + S v (l) w s (2) where migration cost from 

custodian node c to a neighborhood node v of a message with length l is the weighted summation of 

the storage cost S v (l) and transmission cost T c, v (l) . The values of w t and w s are set according 

to the importance of transmission cost versus storage cost. Transmission cost is a function of the 

latency L c, v and bandwidth B c, v on the path node c → v and the message size l . Thus, T c, v (l) 

can be obtained by Eq. (3) . T c, v (l) = log((L c, v + (l/B c, v )) / (10 −6 )) / 10 (3) The storage cost 

is a function of the available stor- age for migration to node v and is given by Eq. (4) , where A v is 

the available storage and Max v is the maximum node storage. S v (i ) =  _A v ÷Max v if l ≤A v + 

∞ if l > A v (4) Taking into account the node selection strategy, SR’s worst case cost is O (n ) + k, 

where n is the buffer size and k is the number of alternate nodes. SR does not work well in the case 

of sparse networks where neighbors are not al- ways available. Furthermore, there are not 

guarantees that there will exist neighbor nodes with available buffer space when needed. Storage 

routing (SR) employs a strategy based on mi- grating excess messages to alternate storage 

locations, i.e., neighboring nodes with available storage capacity, during congestion . When nodes 

that were previously at risk of congestion manage to reduce their buffer occupancy, messages that 

were migrated are retrieved. SR operates as a local routing protocol diverting messages from their 

conventional routing path for later forwarding. SR is invoked by a DTN node when a message 

arrives at the node that is nearing congestion(see Algorithm3). 

Algorithm 3 Pseudo-code of SR congestion control mechanism.  

1: procedure SR  

2: bufferSize ;  _ free buffer pace.  

3: S ← 0 ;  _ counter of the amount of available storage by migrating messages.  

4: if m.size() > bufferSize then  

5: R ← m.size () − bufferSize ;  

6: M p = n.M essageSelection ()  

7: x = n.NodeSelection () ;  

8: if x _ = null then  

9: n.sendM essage (M p, x ) ;  

10: else  

11: n.deleteM essage (M p) ;  

12: end if  

13: S = Mp.size () + S;  

14: if S ≥ R then  

15: enqueue m at n ;  

16: else  

17: go to 7  

18: end if  
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19: end if  

20: end procedure 

Credit-based congestion control (CCC)  

 

A heuristic-based congestion control mechanisms called credit-based congestion control 

(CCC) that handles congestion proactively and reactively is presented in [18] . CCC was motivated 

by the so-called “looping problem”that happens when a node that has removed a message from its 

buffer continues to receive the message from other nodes. To address this problem, CCC proposes a 

looping control scheme and a congestion control policy. In order to yield high delivery ratio with 

low number of replicas, CCC tries to delete messages when congestion builds up at a node (reactive 

approach). Messages become eligible to be dropped when deemed obsolete according to their time-

dependent credit or if they have been forwarded too many times (proactive approach). A refilling 

and refund- ing technique is applied to the message’s time-dependent credit when node pairs 

encounter and exchange messages. CCC works as follows: when a message has been generated, it 

is assigned the maximum amount of credit. As time passes, one credit is decreased at every time 

unit. When two nodes encounter each other, they exchange messages, and for each message 

exchanged, the sender deducts a penalty value from the copy of the message it keeps in its buffer. 

The receiver in turn adds a reward value to the credit of the copy it just received. Our 

implementation of CCC uses Eqs. (5) and (6) to compute functions for refilling and refunding, 

respectively. 

 Csender (t + 1) = max(Csender (t) − penalty, minimum − value)  (5) 

 C recei v er (t + 1) = max (C sender (t) + reward, initial −v alue ) (6) where C sender is the 

message’s credit at the sender, C receiver is the credit of replicated message at the receiver, before 

and after the encounter, refunding, do take time, but this time is constant.

DTN scenarios  

In order to study the performance of the different congestion control mechanisms , we 

simulate two main DTN application domains, namely deep space communications (or IPN) and 

terrestrial applications. The parameters of the ONE simulator and their values for the IPN and 

terrestrial scenarios are listed in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. 

The main challenges are summarized as follows: 

Intermittent connectivity: disconnections can happen due to planetary motion as well as the 

movement of celestial bodies, spacecrafts, rovers, etc. • Long and variable delays: the deep space 

connection may have extremely high round-trip latencies caused by astronomical distances, e.g., the 

round-trip time (RTT) for radio communication from Mars to Earth can take between 3 minutes 

minimum to 30 min maxi- mum. This happens because the distance between the Earth and Mars 

varies enormously depending on their relative positions in their orbits around the Sun. • High bit 

error rates: the uncorrected bit error rate (BER) for deep space radio communication is high (around 

10 −1 ) due to extreme environment conditions (i.e., cos- mic radiation leads to signal corruption). 

Asymmetric data rates: the asymmetry in date rates on space links is typically of the order of 1:10 0 

0 or higher. Communications channels between spacecraft and the ground are frequently 

asymmetric in terms of both channel capacity and error characteristics. This asym- metry is a result 

of various engineering tradeoffs (such as power, mass, and volume), as well as the fact that for 

scientific missions, most of the data originates at the satellite and flows to the ground. The return 

link is generally used for commanding the spacecraft, not bulk data transfer [10].
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Table 1 

Simulation parameters and their values for the IPN scenario Parameters 

 Description      Value 

Scenario.endTime Simulation time43, 200 s 

btInterface.transmitSpeed Bandwidth 2.5 Mbps 

btInterface.transmitRange Transmitting range 150 m 

Grou Name p.router Routing protocol   

Group.movementModel Mobility model        

StationaryMovement 

Group.bufferSize  Node buffer size [1000, 

2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 

6000, 7000, 8000] kbytes 

Group.msgTTL Message  time to live 43, 200 s 

Group.nrofHostsNumber of nodes in network 5 

Movimentmodel.worldSize Area  where  simulation takes place 

  6 km×6 km Events1.size  

  Message size {50, 100} KB 

Events1.interval  That is one new message 

every 1–100 s 

 [1–100, 1–200, 1–300, 1–400, 

1–500] s 

 

 

Table 2 Simulation parameters and their values for terrestrial scenario. 

 

                 Description  Value 

Scenario.endTime Simulation time 43, 200 

s 

btInterface.transmitSpeed Bandwidth 2.5 Mbps 

btInterface.transmitRange Transmitting range

 150 m 

Group.bufferSize Node buffer size 1000 

kbytes 

Group.msgTTL Message  time to live

 43, 200 s 

Group.nrofHosts Number of nodes in network 50 

Group.speed Max and min speed that the nodes must move {0.5, 

1.5} m/s 

Movimentmodel.worldSize Area  where  simulation takes place 1 km × 

1 km (RandomWayPoint, RandomWalk) and 

6 km × 6 km 

(ShortestPathMapBasedMovement) 

Events1.size Message size {50, 100} KB 

Events1.interval   That is one new 

message every 1–100 s

 [1–100, 1–200, 1–300, 1–

400, 1–500] s 
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Table 3 

Time (s) Identifier Initial node End node State 

2000 CONN Base Station Satellite 0 Up 

3000 CONN Base Station Satellite 0 Down 

6000 CONN Base Station Satellite 1 Up 

7000 CONN Base Station Satellite 1 Down 

10,000 CONN Base Station Satellite 0 Up 

11,000 CONN Base Station Satellite 0 Down 

17,000 CONN Base Station Satellite 1 Up 

18,000 CONN Base Station Satellite 1 Down 

20,000 CONN Rover 2 Rover 1 Up 

21,000 CONN Rover 2 Rover 1 Down 

20,000 CONN Satellite 1 Rover 2 Up 

21,000 CONN Satellite 1 Rover 2 Down 

30,000 CONN Satellite 0 Rover 2 Up 

31,000 CONN Satellite 0 Rover 2 Down 

33,000 CONN Satellite 1 Rover 1 Up 

34,000 CONN Satellite 1 Rover 1 Down 

38,000 CONN Satellite 0 Rover 2 Up 

39,000 CONN Satellite 0 Rover 2 Down 

 

Interplanetary Network (IPN) scenario 

 Our IPN (Interplanetary Network) scenario features high latency (because of astronomical 

distances) and scheduled contacts, i.e., node encounters that are known a priori. There are five 

nodes, representing a Base Station on the surface of the Earth that sends data to two rovers on Mars 

through two satellites located near Mars. For instance, links between the satellites and the rovers on 

the Martian surface are set to 1 s propagation delay while the links between the base station on 

Earth and the satellites in Mars are set to 240 s propagation delay. We mainly focus on testing how 

congestion is affected by the inter-contact time and the duration of contact. Thus a scheduled 

contact table was created (see Table 4 ) which records the time when a connection is created from 

one node to another node. Also, it records the time when a connection drops between two nodes. 

The Up and Down connection times are asserted a priori in the scheduled contact table. Note that 

the communication channel is asymmetric. Although Table 2 does not indicate when the connection 

from Satellite 0 to Base Station is Up and Down, we assume that the state of the connection from 

Satellite 0 to Base Station is always the same as the state of the connection from Base Station to 

Satellite 0 . For example, according to the first line of Table 2 , at time 20 0 0 s, the connection 

between Base Station and Satellite 0 is “up” but goes “down” at time 30 0 0 s. Then, the same 

nodes are again in contact at time 10 , 0 0 0 s (line 5) for 10 0 0 s (line 6). We use 5 different 

scheduled contact tables that differ in inter-contact time. We named the five different contact 

schedules as Contact1, Contact2, Contact3, Contact4, and Contact5. We increase the inter-contact 

time by 10 0 0 s as we go from Contact i to Contact i + 1.  
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Terrestrial scenario 

The terrestrial scenarios we simulate include 50 nodes that move according to a pre-defined 

mobility regime (as discussed in more detail below). As they move, nodes en- counter one another 

opportunistically, and during these “opportunistic contacts”, nodes can exchange messages. 

Three mobility models were used, namely Random Walk (RW), Random Way Point (RWP), 

and Shortest Path Map-Based Movement (SPMBM). In RW [7] , a node randomly chooses a 

destination within the simulation area. It then moves from its current location to the new one with 

speed uniformly distributed within the interval given by  

Group . speed . When it arrives at its destination, it picks an- other one and repeats the steps 

above. The RWP mobility model [7] is a generalization of RW and works as follows: a mobile 

node picks a random destination within the simulated area; it then moves to that destination with 

constant speed chosen as a uniformly distributed random number in the interval Group . speed . 

When the node reaches its destination, it pauses for some time. In our simulations, the pause time is 

a uniformly distributed random number between [0, 120] s. After that, the node picks another 

random destination and repeats the steps above. The SPMBM [16] model uses Dijkstra’s shortest 

path algorithm to calculate the shortest path from the current location to a randomly selected 

destination. Similarly to RWP, when the node arrives at its destination, it also uses a uniformly 

random pause time between [0, 120]. According to the store–carry-and-forward paradigm, when a 

DTN node ‘‘encounters’’ another DTN node, it decides whether to forward messages it is carrying 

to the other node. Therefore, the concept of links in traditional networks (wired or wireless) is 

replaced with the notion of contacts. In scenarios where these encounters are random, store–carry-

and-forward is also referred to as opportunistic forwarding. On the other hand, when contacts are 

known a priori (e.g., in deep space communication applications), 

store–carry-and-forward is known as scheduled forwarding. 

Finally, there are scenarios where node encounters follow a probability distribution based on past 

history; in these 

cases, store–carry-and-forward is based on probabilistic forwarding[3]. Note that, since contact 

times are finite and 

may be arbitrarily short, a node may need to choose which messages to forward based on some 

priority; a node may also decide whether the new neighbor is a ‘‘good’’ candidate 

to carry its messages. A node’s ‘‘fitness’’ as a relay for a particular message depends on several 

factors that can be dependent on the message’s ultimate destination (e.g., how often that potential 

relay encounters the destination, etc.); there are also factors that are destination–independent, for 

example, the relay’s mobility patterns, its capabilities (e.g., storage, energy, etc.) 

The fact that in DTNs the existence of an end-to-end path between any pair of nodes at all times 

cannot be guaranteed raises fundamental challenges in end-to-end reliable data delivery. In DTNs, 

the Internet model of end-to-end reliability (as implemented by TCP) is not applicable.

 Performance metrics  

 

We consider three main performance metrics, namely: 

1. Delivery ratio is the ratio between  the number of    received messages at 

destination nodes to the number of created messages (see Eq. (7) ).  

delivery ratio = number of received messages /  number of created messages ×100% 

 (7) 

2. End-to-End latency is the average time interval to deliver messages to their 

destinations (see Eq. (8) where t i is defined as the time that message i took to reach the 

destination and t c is the message cre- ation time). 

end-to-end latency =  _ number of messages received i =1 (t i −t c ) number of 

messages received 
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3. Overhead is the difference between the number of delivered messages and the number of 

relayed messages, divided by the number of delivered messages (see Eq. (9) ). The overhead 

reflects the number of messages relayed to deliver a single message. 

The lower the value of overhead, the more efficient the strategy is. 

 overhead = number of relayed messages −number of received messages /  number of 

received messages   (9) 

Fig.1 shows the average delivery ratio for different inter-contact times, where the slim bars 

refer to delivery ratio values when no congestion control is used. As expected, we observe that, for 

longer inter-contact times, the delivery ratio decreases. This happens because of the lower number 

of transmission opportunities, which results in longer data queues and consequently higher 

probability of data being dropped as node buffers fill up. As a result, the data delivery ratio 

decreases. We observe that CCC’s performance in terms of delivery ratio ( Fig. 5 b) is quite similar 

to SR’s ( Fig. 5 d). CCC’s and SR’s delivery ratios see a slight increase when ProPHET is used as 

the underlying routing protocol. Our hypothesis is that, since ProPHET bases its routing decisions 

on past contact history, it benefits from scenarios where contacts are repetitive; this is often the case 

in IPN environments, where node contacts typically follow a well-known schedule. Epidemic and 

Spray and Wait routing fit opportunistic DTNs better. 

 

 

Fig.1. Average delivery ratio for different inter-contact times (IPN scenario, transmit speed 

of 2.5 Mbps, buffer size of 4000 K bytes, contact duration 1000 S, inter-contact time 1000 S, and 

message generation period of 300 S; slim bars represent the network without any congestion 

control mechanism). 

Fig.2 shows the average message delivery latency of the congestion control mechanisms 

under study for different routing protocols. One interesting observation is that the minimum latency 

value is approximately 2.3 ×10 4 s, that is, a hundred times greater than the propagation de- lay for 

the links between the base station on Earth and the satellites at Mars which were set up to 240 s. 

We argue that this happens due to the longer inter-contact times and the congestion effect. The IPN 

environment is subject to high latency and the contacts between nodes are nor- mally scheduled or 

probabilistic. In this case, for the modeled scenario, the latency is not expected to decrease linearly 

with increasing buffer size, but rather to remain un- changed or decrease with some fluctuations. 

This can be explained by the fact that when buffer size is increased the message has a higher 
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probability of being delivered, because the chance of the message being discarded due to buffer 

overflow is reduced. Thus, depending on the ar- rival time in the buffer and the time of the next 

sched- uled contact, the message can remain either more or less time in the buffer before being 

forwarded. In addition, when the buffer is small, the forwarding mechanism drops the oldest 

messages which are then excluded from the latency computation. Therefore, the delivery delay 

fluctuates as buffer size varies from 10 0 0 kbytes and 50 0 0 kbytes. After 5000K bytes the latency 

has a tendency to remain constant. Interestingly, there is a point at which buffer size variation does 

not give any better performance. Note that with increasing node storage, competition for local 

storage is supposed to decrease so that SR is not invoked as often. As a result the overhead 

introduced by the SR migration process (see Section 3 ) is not significant and so the de- livery 

delay decreases. In the case of AFNER and CCC the message flow increases and therefore message 

delivery de- lay decreases. In addition, AFNER and CCC can get more accuracy in their congestion 

control parameters due to the increase in message forwarding. Observe that, in the case of RRCC, 

by limiting replications the congestion control increases the message delivery delay.  

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Average latency for different buffer sizes (IPN scenario, transmit speed of 2.5 Mbps, 

inter-contact time 10 0 0 s, contact duration 10 0 0 s, and message generation period of 300 s). 

 

Fig. 3 confirms that increasing the contact duration, thus making it possible to transfer more 

messages, increases the delivery ratio for all congestion control schemes. It is interesting to observe 

that RRCC yields higher delivery ratios when compared to AFNER, CC, and SR. We contend that 

RRCC’s proactive AIMD algorithm con- tributes to RRCC’s improved performance because it 

takes action before congestion becomes more severe. This re- duces the number of message copies 

per node. 
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Fig.  3. Average delivery ratio for different contact durations (IPN scenario, transmit speed of 2.5 

Mbps, buffer size of 40 0 0 kbytes, contact duration 10 0 0 s, inter-contact time 10 0 0 s, and 

message generation period of 300 s; slim bars represent the network without any congestion control 

mechanism).g. 4 shows message delivery ratio as a function of the message generation period. As 

expected, for longer message generation periods, i.e., lower message generation fre- quencies, the 

delivery ratio increases.  

As expected, the results have similar trends as we have seen for IPN scenario. When 

comparing the results obtained from the IPN scenario. With the terrestrial scenario, we clearly note 

that delivery ratios are superior for the terrestrial scenario since the selected mechanisms were 

designed for the terrestrial environment, as were the routing protocols. It is important to note here 

that the opportunism 2 of the routing protocols works better with a large number of nodes (we use 

50 nodes in the terrestrial scenario and 5 nodes in the IPN scenario), enabling more opportunities 

for forwarding to arise. Observe that the CCC mechanism exhibits a higher average delivery ratio 

than the other mechanisms (AFNER, RRCC, SR). We believe CCC’s higher delivery ratio is due to 

its hybrid (reactive and proactive) control.  

The proactive mode is prospective or future- oriented, helping to prepare the network for 

upcoming congestion through the predictive use of context (the refilling and refunding technique of 

CCC. In contrast, reactive control is retrospective, responding to the presence of salient or 

imperative congestion by engaging control only if needed, via reactivation of previously stored 

information (messages’ credit). We believe that the good performance of CCC is due to the 

effective use of its credit-based strategy, that is, the CCC mechanism adopts  a message self-

contained congestion control. Furthermore, its refilling and refunding technique benefits from the 

large number of contact opportunities that arises in the experimental scenario. Note that AFNER 

has the worst performance (the smallest average delivery ratio) even when compared to the baseline 

scenario where it has the average delivery ratio values similar or equal to the values in the baseline 

scenario (see Fig. 4 , None curve). This hap- pens because AFNER requires information about all 

nodes in the network. Getting this information poses certain challenges. For instance, the network 

connectivity changes dynamically which causes the network to be intermittently partitioned. Ideally 

we would like to have global network information to do congestion control, but this is not only 

inefficient and costly but usually unfeasible in DTN environments. 

 

Fig. 4. Message delivery ratio for terrestrial scenario as a function of the message generation period 

(Epidemic routing, buffer size of 10 0 0 kbytes, transmit speed of 2.5 Mbps, and RWP mobility 

model). 
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Fig.5 shows the average delivery ratio for different mobility models and routing protocols, 

for each of the selected congestion control mechanism. As shown in Fig. 5 , we can see the 

influence of different mobility models on the average delivery ratio. In particular, when RW and 

RWP are considered, the delivery ratio is small. When we change the mobility model to SPMBM, 

the average delivery ratio for different protocols has a trend to increase. It is expected that the 

scenario with SPMBM (a denser net- work) has more contact opportunities. Thus, more messages 

can be forwarded, increasing the delivery ratio. How- ever, the difference is minimal when we 

compare with RW and RWP. We argue that the delivery ratio becomes lower because the buffers in 

the intermediate nodes on the shortest path may already be at maximum capacity. As a result, 

messages are discarded and the delivery ratio de- creases. Furthermore, observe that AFNER 

performs worse  

than other mechanisms when compared to the baseline scenario. AFNER uses the network’s 

average forwarding number to control congestion. Therefore, for networks that are more sparse (as 

is the effect of the RW and RWP mo- bility models) there is a large probability of disconnection 

(network partition). For this reason, more messages are waiting to be forwarded. As a result, 

buffers fill up and AFNER starts to discard messages based on an inaccurate network average 

forwarding number, which leads to a low delivery ratio. Unsurprisingly, this behavior confirms that 

the use of network global information to mitigate conges- tion in DTN is not a good design 

principle. Furthermore, as previously pointed out, AFNER does not consider the number of 

message copies, which is one of the reasons for buffer overflow. Additionally, its reactive 

congestion control approach is not adequate to DTN environments. Looking at Fig. 5 a and b, we 

confirm that the mobility regime impacts congestion control performance. In particular, the 

mechanisms register higher delivery ratios for RWP. We attribute this behavior to the fact that, in 

the RWP model, mobile nodes are more likely to cluster in the geographical center of the 

simulation. Therefore , there are more contact opportunities and thus more messages can be 

forwarded. This increases the delivery ratio. At the same time, in the RWP model, node mobility 

and frequent but shorter contacts lead to higher buffer fill ratio, and thus more queuing. Overall, the 

gain in delivery ratio may or may not come with reduced delay. Specifically, SR and CCC 

mechanisms have better performance when comparing with other mechanisms, and note that they 

do not present good performance in the IPN scenario. The speed distributions in the RWP lead to a 

situation where at the stationary state each node stops moving. In this case, the movement executed 

by the nodes is similar to the sched- uled movement in the IPN scenario. We argue that this leads to 

the good performance of the RRCC mechanism in both scenarios in a particular case. Therefore, in 

view of the above comparison, it may be feasible to have different congestion control mechanisms 

for each scenario.  

 

Fig. 5. Average delivery ratio per congestion control mechanism for different mobility models 

(terrestrial scenario, transmit speed of 2.5 Mbps, buffer size of 500 kbytes, and message generation 

period of 300 s; slim bars represent the network without any congestion control mechanism 
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delivery latency values as shown in Fig. 10 c. This is for the reason that messages may be forced to 

take longer routes (leading to larger delays) because well-connected nodes, which would enable 

shorter paths, may already have full buffers and thus cannot be chosen as next hops. Observe that 

mobile nodes choose random directions when using RW ( Fig. 10 a) or RWP ( Fig. 10 b). In these 

trials, messages may travel over longer paths before arriving at their destinations, increasing the 

overall message average latency. The average latency decreases for SPMBM. The SPMBM model 

is an improved version of the RWP model, where nodes choose random destination decision points 

and move to those destinations following the map-based shortest path. Thus mobile nodes move 

less (due to the shortest path computation) when using SPMBM mobil- ity model and, again, this 

model provides a denser net- work scenario in comparison to the RW and RWP, which are 

relatively sparse. As a result, in the SPMBM model the contacts are more frequent. Thus more 

messages are forwarded, reducing delivery delay and increasing delivery ratio. In all three mobility 

models, the combination of epidemic routing protocol and the AFNER mechanism results in 

relatively low average latency. AFNER’s operation of dropping messages leads to reduced 

opportunity to for- ward older messages. The messages which have been dis- carded are those that 

have more copies in the network. As a result, newly arriving messages can be forwarded to their 

destination more rapidly, minimizing delivery latency. Again, though, AFNER uses the network’s 

average forward- ing number to decide which message to discard. This information can often be 

outdated because of intermittent connectivity, resulting in a low delivery ratio. Despite the 

network’s higher density resulting from the SPMBM mobility model, we observe large average 

message  

  

 

Fig. 6. Average latency per congestion control mechanism for different mobility models 

(terrestrial scenario, transmit speed of 2.5 Mbps, buffer size of 500 kbytes, and message generation 

period of 300 s; slim bars represent the network without any congestion control mechanism). 

Fig.7 shows overhead incurred by each congestion control scheme under different routing 

regimes. It provides a measure of the average number of message transmissions required to deliver 

a message from the source to its desti- nation. As such, the overhead graphic indicates the amount 

of network resources needed to deliver a message to its destination. We expect that before 

congestion occurs, additional replicas will increase the probability that messages get de- livered. 

However, as the network gets congested that relationship changes as more replicas mean more 

congestion and thus lower message delivery probability. As we have seen, Epidemic Routing 

results in the transmission of many more message copies within the network, compared to the 

Prophet and Spray and Wait protocols. This is because, under Epidemic Routing, each node 

replicates a message  every time it encounters another node that does not have a copy of the 

message. This drastically increases the num- ber of times a message is relayed to intermediate 

nodes. We also observe that AFNER’s overhead is higher than the overhead incurred by the other 

mechanisms. As a result, messages can be repli- cated and then until congestion has been mitigated. 

This increases the number of relayed messages in the network considerably while the number of 

delivered messages re- mains the same which increases the overhead. In other words, it increases 

the amount of network resources that are used to deliver one message to its destination. Note that 
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for different mobility models the lower overhead values of the congestion control mechanisms 

yield higher de- livery ratio values (see Fig. 5 ). 

 

 

     Fig 7. Average overhead per congestion control mechanism for different mobility models 

(terrestrial scenario, transmit speed of 2.5 Mbps, buffer size of 500 kbytes, and message generation 

period of 300 s; slim bars represent the network without any congestion control mechanism). 

CONCLUSION 

In the results reported, AFNER registered similar or worse performance compared with the 

no-congestion control baseline scenario in both the IPN and terrestrial applications. The main 

reasons for this behavior are: (1) AFNER’s pure reactive approach to congestion control; (2) 

AFNER’s use of epidemic routing; and (3) the fact that AFNER uses global information which is 

difficult to estimate accurately in DTNs. In its original specification, RRCC’s [26] delivery ratio 

was evaluated as a function of buffer size and message generation period. Unsurprisingly, the 

delivery ratio increased for longer message generation periods. We ob- served the same behavior. 

In our study, RRCC’s delivery ratio was higher in the terrestrial scenario and lower in the IPN 

scenario, which confirms that RRCC’s design does not account for IPN’s characteristics and 

operating conditions. Nonetheless, our results show that RRCC either outperforms or performs 

comparably to the other conges- tion control mechanisms we evaluated. We contend that RRCC’s 

dynamic adjustment of the message replication degree as a function  

of perceived congestion is an effective way to combat congestion proactively as well as reactively. 

However, RRCC nodes adjust their replication degree based on the node’s estimate of the global 

network’s congestion state.  

One interesting conclusion we must point out is that, due to short contact duration and longer inter-

contact times, message expiration itself provides a degree of congestion control in the IPN scenario. 

In IPN operations, messages may expire while propagating to their destination or remain a long 

time in buffers waiting to be forwarded, so early discarding of those message may reduce buffer 

occupancy.  
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